Art Gallery Steering Committee Minutes

1/27/2011

MEMBERS in Attendance: Nazare Feliciano, David Pena, Sarah Nastri, Sherry Stevens, Joel Bentacourt, Karla Walter, Marjorie Simon, Jacques’ de Beaufort

- Nathan Selikoff exhibition: Exhibition on schedule. Lecture in Lake Worth and Palm Beach Gardens schedules for April 6th. Nathan will present “The Confluence of Chaos and Computation in Generative Visual arts.” All paperwork has been submitted for Echo request for funds by Margie Simon.

- 25th Annual Student Show:
  - Sarah and Sherry will work together on creating an invitation including student art for images. Sarah will create a flyer to be included in the Anniversary Book.
  - Sherry will contact Marisa Pascucci to be the judge of the show.
  - We will create a list of artists instead of labeling the show—Show will be labeled with coordinating numbers with names of students and include all winners.
  - Karla has contacted Scott MacLachlan in reference to Student services paying for opening reception refreshments, invitations and ribbons and possibly the judge.
  - Larry Lasco and Carlos Pineiroa will be helping Karla hang the show.
  - It has been agreed that Faculty members will identify art work created by Continuing Education Students and that they will be in their own category for judging.

- PBCATA: Karla will work with Rose Shaw and Nicole Crane in the selection of artists to be included in the show. They will be choosing the image and Artists.